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when the printer driver exports fonts to the user, it marks some of the fonts that have been already used and so they can be skipped in the next enumeration. the
code can then compare the number of characters in a font to see if the font has been used. if so, the font is skipped in the next enumeration and is not returned to

the application. to ensure that only the fonts that the user is using are downloaded, the code enumerates only the available fonts that have been marked as available
in the font cache. the code then checks if the font has already been downloaded, otherwise the code downloads the font definition and glyphs to the device. to ensure

that the font is in a good state, the code checks the font for errors. to use the fonts in the font cache, the code accesses the font cache of the device context. to do
this, the code uses the functions from the win32 application programming interface (api) or the common choose font dialog box. these functions rely on the os to load
fonts and mark them as available in the font cache. the code then enumerates all of the fonts in the font cache that are available. to ensure that the fonts have been
marked as available, the code checks that the font has been loaded by the device. if the device is printing, the codes enumerates all of the fonts that are available in

the printer. the code then checks if the font has been already used in a previous print job, otherwise the font is downloaded to the printer and added to the font
cache. then the code uses the functions from the win32 api or the common choose font dialog box to select the font. this font is then used to draw the glyphs of the

font onto the printer.
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logfont lf; zeromemory ( &lf, sizeof ( logfont )); lf.lfpitchandfamily = 0;
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lf.lfheight = 5; lf.lfweight = fw_normal; lf.lfitalic = false; lf.lfcharset =
default_charset; lf.lfoutprecision = out_device_precis; lf.lfclipprecision =
clip_default; lf.lfquality = default_quality; enumfontfamiliesex ( hdc, &lf,

cbenumfontfamiliesex, 0 ); we used the lfitalic member of the logfont structure
to set the lfitalic member of the lffacename member of the logfont structure.

we could also have used the lfstrikeout member of the logfont structure to set
the lfstrikeout member of the lffacename member. the next step is to use the
exttextout function to draw the lines of text using the lffacename member of

the logfont structure. since we did not provide a preview member in the logfont
structure, we could not see any text on the screen. textout ( hdc, 10, 10, "this
is a test", 20 ); textout ( hdc, 10, 20, "this is a test", 20 ); to preview the print

job, we must first find the system-supplied font that has the correct
characteristics for the printer device font. in the example below, we use the

logfont structure and its lffacename member. the getfontfamily function call is
used to get the font family name of the font selected into the device context.

this function call is passed the hfont that was passed into the selectobject
function call. the family name is assigned to the fontfamily parameter. then the

sendmessagew function call is sent to the printer by the enumfontfamiliesex
function. this sends the fontfamilyenumproc message and passes the

fontfamily and flags parameter values as the parameters to the callback
function. in the callback function, the code iterates through the array of the

font families returned from the enumfontfamiliesex function and compares the
family name with the family name that was returned from the getfontfamily

function call. if the name matches, the font family was selected into the printer
device context by the selectobject function call. 5ec8ef588b
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